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White River Recreation Association
REPRESENTING FEDERAL LAND PERMITTEES IN THE UPPER WHITE RIVER VALLEY, MT BAKER-SNOQULAMIE NATIONAL FOREST SINCE 1929

WRRA 2019 Fall Dinner
Greenwater Community Center
Saturday, October 26, 2019 starting at 12:00 pm
Please join us for the annual Fall Dinner Meeting to
elect new board members, get updates on key issues,
and socialize with your fellow cabin owners. This
year's theme is Halloween - costumes welcome!
Menu will be fitting the occasion.
4:30-5:00
5:00-5:30
5:30-6:30
6:30-7:30
7:00-7:45
7:45-8:00

Arrivals & Check-In
Business Meeting/Board Elections
Social Hour & Silent Auction
Dinner
Updates & Presentation
Door Prize Drawing & Adjourn

Fall Dinner Policy & Cost:

Cost is $35 per person, tax and tip included. Maximum number of WRRA members and guests that can
be served is 100. To guarantee a place at the table
reservation must be received by Oct. 22. 2019. Those
who miss the deadline but wish to attend will be subject to a $10 surcharge if space is available. No refunds or cancellations after Oct. 22, 2019.
Reservations Options:
Online:
https://white-river-recreation-association.square.site

helped to plan and execute this event. The Cabin
Tour after the picnic was also a great success, with 5
fantastic cabins open for touring. As always, its fun
and fascinating to see how different each cabin is!
Thank you to the hosts for making this event possible.

This newsletter contains a number of important updates – including details about a WRRA History documentation initiative, reports and opportunities to
help restoration efforts after the Norse Peak fire, an
overview of the NFH Fall Forum, and, the latest updates from the Forest Service. I hope that you will
take the opportunity to review in detail all these updates, and, if anything is of particular interest to you,
to volunteer to help – as always, we encourage your
participation and support in all our activities!
Fall brings our next WRRA social event, the Fall Dinner! The business meeting preceding the dinner will
include election of new board members for next
year, and we are excited to get more involvement
from other association members. At publishing, there
is still one key position that needs candidates – Secretary. I hope that some of you will consider tossing
your hat in the ring so that we can keep our board
and our support services viable for all membership!
The Fall Dinner will be held at the community center
in Greenwater - hopefully many of you can attend
that event to participate, vote, get updates, support

Mail in reservation form (See page 9)

In this issue:

President’s Message
I hope everyone was able to get up into the mountains and enjoy your cabin and some of the recreation options this summer. The summer weather was
abnormally cool this year, but at least we didn’t have
to worry too much about the threat of wildfire!
We had another record turnout at our annual Summer Picnic this year, in late July at the Silver Springs
Campground. The food, fun, games, pie contest,
Greenwater Fire Department demo and more were
all fantastic. Thank you to all the volunteers that

•

Fall Dinner and Business Meeting Details

•

Executive Board Elections

•

NFH Fall Forum

•

USFS Updates for Cabin Owners

•

WRRA History Task Force

•

Snowplow Services 2019-20

Find WRRA Online: wrra.net
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the Silent Auction,
and socialize with
your fellow cabin
owners.
Please drop me a
note if you have any
questions, concerns,
or input, at president@wrra.net.
I hope to see you up at the cabins or in the mountains soon!
~ Kevin Orth

Executive Board Elections
WRRA Board Elections will take place at our Fall
Dinner Meeting on October 21. The following
board positions are up for election and candidates have provided information for your review.
Nominations will also be accepted from the floor
during the business meeting.
Secretary Position: Open ~ Candidates needed for
this key and fun role.
New Candidate for Silver Springs Representative
Kenneth Ring (Statement will be available at business meeting.)
Incumbent Silver Creek Representative Jennae
Brannon—Statement
My husband Patrick and I joined the WRRA in
2017 with the purchase of our cabin on Silver
Creek! We have been so thankful for the communication and involvement the WRRA has had with
its members, especially surrounding the Norse
Peak Fire. I noticed a seat opened up this year for
the Silver Creek Representative and jumped on
the opportunity to get involved and help out. We
are very excited to be a part of such a fun and
unique community. Growing up just about an
hour away from Crystal Mountain, it is where I
learned to ski and has been my home mountain
since. We have spent endless weekends up at the
cabin area the last few summers and winters and
look forward to a lifetime of adventures in mountains sharing our cabin with friends and family.
During the week I spend my time working in sales
strategy at Starbucks, running along Alki and exploring our West Seattle neighborhood as it continues to grow. I look forward to meeting those of

you that I have yet to meet and continue working
to help support Silver Creek and the WRRA.
Incumbent Goat Creek Representative Martin
Rand—Statement
It has been a great pleasure serving as one of the
WRRA area representatives for Goat Creek. We
have been working on several key issues relating
to our area but we have not finished the work.
These issues are for the most part centered
around the cabin roads and trails. I would be glad
to serve another term as Goat Creek area representative to see these things taken to completion.
As we see more and more traffic and visitors to
this unique region I feel we must do everything
we can to protect our cabins and insure the safety
of all using the cabin area.
Incumbent Treasurer Kevin Bannon—Statement
Thank you for your trust and continuing support
as your White River Recreation Association Treasurer since 2003. It has been my pleasure to serve
you faithfully. I am happy to report your association continues to be financially strong. As always
copy of the current financials are available at
WRRA events, or by email request.
For year after year there have been annual net
asset increases with conservative price increases.
I would be remiss to not remind you these fine
results are a team effort and would not be possible without the board sharing the same vision as
well as an commendable service ethic. As such,
WRRA is among the few top tier tracts nationally,
financially self-sufficient, near unanimous participation, hard earned and mutually respectful relationships with our landlord, and numerous valuable services and accomplishments for the benefit
of members.

Tacoma Roofing offers a Forest Service approved standing seam
metal roof. The metal roof panel is a snap lock standing seam
with striations that delivers an aesthetically pleasing metal roof.

O: 253-472-3484 | E: contractadmin@tacomaroofco.com
F: 253-476-1547 | W: www.TacomaRoofCo.com
Post Office Box 64609 Tacoma, Washington 98464
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Personal Initiatives completed in my last term
include:
•

Introduction of billing by invoice and credit
card in selective situations.

•

With the support of the board and finance
committee, enactment of an investment policy as well as restricted funds definitions and
policies.

•

Creation of a brokerage account with Vanguard for investment returns consistent with
investment policy goals for long term assets.
This change will increase investment return in
2019 by about $1,000.

Personal Goals for the next term consist of:
•

Working to rationalize the work flow and duties performed by the Secretary and Treasurer. This is an essential need. Services performed by those officers has been unsurpassed. Quite simply the board could never
be successful without the exemplary back
office, communications and financial processing work. These have evolved into almost
full time jobs. As these jobs are viewed as
busy there is a lack of qualified replacements
stepping up. That is a problem. The best solution is to consolidate the duplicative tasks as
well as to delegate.

While I am healthy and capable, it is time to plan
for a new Treasurer while things are going well as
well as to transition smoothly and deliberatively
rather than haphazardly. It is my intent to make
this my last term and to focus on identifying and
supporting a successor.

Your support for one more term is appreciated
and I will continue to serve you well.
Incumbent Dalles Representative David Ebel—
Statement
David Ebel has been the Dalles tract rep since
2017. For the next term, if elected, Molly Ebel
and David Ebel would like to jointly handle the
Dalles rep responsibilities.
David and Molly, along with their four daughters
Scarlett (12), Evelyn (11), Margot (11) and Greta
(11), are active members of the WRRA community. Their favorite place to spend time together is
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at their family cabin in the Dalles, Lot #31. David’s parents bought the cabin in 1976 when David was 5 years old. The family story is that David, in kindergarten at the time, was so taken with
the cabin that he charmed the sellers into selling
it to the Ebels instead of the other interested buyers. Forty-three years later and he loves that Dalles cabin more and more – and so does his family.
It is the centerpiece of the Ebel family history.
David and Molly are up every weekend in the winter with the kids, who participate in the CMAC
program, and enjoy getting up in the spring and
summer whenever possible. All are active members of the WRRA. They consider the memories
created at the cabin, and the strong community
of cabin neighbors, as particularly special to
them.

NFH Fall Forum Recap
The NFH Annual Fall Forum was held in Sunriver,
Oregon on September 21, 2019. It was attended
by cabin owners from Oregon, Washington, and
California as well as Forest Service personnel
from the area (Region 6) and NFH board and staff.
The Fall Forum is a regional mini-conference, focusing on a few key areas of interest for the region. For this forum, the focus was on hearing
from Forest Service staff, learning about and discussion how to Prepare for Wildfire, and learning
more about the Historic Cabins of the Pacific
Northwest.
On Friday before the forum, NFH board members
toured area cabin tracts, including Odell Lake,
Crescent Lake, and Elk Lake. NFH board and staff
also conducted a board meeting and a strategic
planning session as part of the multi-day gathering.
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program as a benefit of membership, if you are
having trouble getting coverage.
Ask the Community Forum -- This on-line forum
allows members to ask questions or make comments that may be of benefit to all cabin owners.
Discussions are taking place on security, permit
language, trusts, sheds, cabin inspections, and
more. Sign-in and use the link on the NFH homepage to give it a try!

Copies of speaker presentations, photos, and other reference material from the Fall Forum should
be posted on the NFH website. Access to this valuable information is a benefit of NFH membership. Here are some brief recaps of some of the
sessions, and NFH services to note:
Forest Service Updates
Tracy Kremer, Lands Special Uses Program Manager for Region 6, and Holly Jewkes, Forest Supervisor for the Deschutes-Ochoco NF provided updates on the Forest Service, goals, roles and responsibilities, and more.
Wildfire Preparation
This presentation was updated to provide personal experiences and images from our experience
with the Norse Peak fire (I was the presenter).
The presentation discussed how you can best prepare for wildfire, what you can do during a fire,
and what happens after a fire.
Historic Cabins of the Pacific Northwest
Alexandra Wenzl, USFS Region 6 Historian and
Heritage Program Lead, gave a presentation on
the cabin program in the Pacific Northwest, and
the historical significance of the program, including many individual historically relevant cabins.
The Forest Service sees real historical and heritage value in the cabins as a whole, representing a
certain culture and time in American history.
Reminders of Services for NFH Members
Cabin Insurance -- Cabins are expensive to ensure
due to where they are located, and the age of the
structures and systems. More and more insurance companies are canceling or discontinuing
coverage. NFH offers a guaranteed insurance

Cabin for Sale Listing Service -- Members who
have decided to sell their cabin can now list their
cabin for sale on the NFH website at no cost. The
listings can be used for sale-by-owner situations,
as well as, compliment sale-by-realtor listings.
Look for the link under the Resources menu on
the NFH website. Also note that cabin owners can
transfer their NFH membership on to a new owner upon the sale or transfer of a cabin.
Upcoming Events
The 2020 NFH Conference will be held at the
Heathman Lodge in Vancouver, WA next spring
on April 24th and 25th. Mark your calendars, and
hopefully we will see you at future events; additional information is on the NFH website.
~ Kevin Orth

WRRA History Task Force
WE NEED YOUR HELP. A task force has begun
working on a multi-year WRRA History Project.
Those involved are Diane DeWitt, Lead, Rena Irwin, Kevin Bannon, Fred Orton, and Kevin Orth.
So far we have emphasized the collection of old
records from former members of WRRA who
have been officers and board members. The
WRRA History Project is searching for Missing
Items:
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Cabin Tour Booklet - 2014 and 2018. We have
neither of these items.

water and to determine how WRRA might put
gravel on the roads.

WRRA Directories - 1987, 1989, 1991, 1998,
2003, and 2006. We have a single damaged
copy of the years 1994/1995, 1996/1997, and
1999/2000 but we would very much like to replace with clean copies in good condition.

Roads and Snow: Ranger Nevin McCullough
and his staff said that he could provide no help
putting gravel on the cabin roads due to lack of
funds and no equipment. The USFS was going
to pay $15,000 to build rail guards and road
shoulders on the Mather Parkway. At first
WRRA voted to keep the Parkway open in winter as far as Cayuse Pass. By January 29, 1935,
at the second meeting, WRRA learned that the
Forest Service insisted that a barrier to Cayuse
Pass remain blocking access to areas with snow
for recreational use. WRRA voted to
“pressure” the USFS to modify this decision just
for cabin owner use and WRRA decided to
“look into” any ski group who applied for a cabin permit. By October 1935, WRRA appointed
people to determine how WRRA might put
gravel on the cabin roads.

If you have any items to donate to the WRRA
archives, please email Diane DeWitt at diane@vocpsy.com and/or phone 425 822 2000.

Familiar Cycles of History:
1934-35
The WRRA History Task Force is producing a
series of newsletter articles that will share
some information gleaned from past archival
materials. We can learn about cabin owner’s
concerns from decades ago because they are
recorded in minutes that are now in our WRRA
archives. This article is a summary of what was
being discussed over three meetings in the mid
1930s: a general member meeting of 50 people
at “the Johnson’s cabin” on August 26, 1934,
another member meeting at an unspecified
location on January 29, 1935, and a board
meeting, with 10 people present, at the Seattle
Federal Building on October 4, 1935. In all
three meetings the five topics are familiar:
trees, roads, snow, creeks, and trails!
Trees and Logging: WRRA discussed “the
efforts of the Rainier Park Advisory Board” to
which WRRA paid dues and on which WRRA
was represented by Frank James Clark. To
“preserve the trees along the lower part of the
mountain road” in a “Save the Trees” effort
mailing out a “resolution” to individuals and
other [unnamed] organizations. Simultaneously, the state legislature’s bill permitting tree
cutting along the Mather Parkway was
“declared illegal” by the courts but apparently
“the logging company” was still “operating
there.” The goal was “the preservation of our
virgin woods along our wonderful new highway.” In October 1935, WRRA had appointed
people to investigate logging below Green-

Creeks and Trails: When asked if the Forest
Service would remove the logs clogging the
creeks after “the floods of last winter”
McCullough said it was “impossible.”
McCullough then announced that Forest Service planned to create walking trails along Silver Creek and “Goat Creek to the falls.” By the
second meeting, WRRA sent a letter and petition to express “the attitude of the cabin owners in regards to the trail” arguing against the
Silver, Deep, and Goat Creek trails in part because “every cabin owners has on the banks of
the stream” their food supply because it was
how they kept food from spoiling. (There was
no electricity for another 27 plus years.) At the
third meeting WRRA passed a motion to notify
the “Forest Supervisor the views of the cabin
owners of the building of such trails.” The argument was that the public has little use for or
interest in the little streams that were so very
precious to cabin owners.
~ Diane DeWitt, WRRA History Project Lead
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2019 Summer Picnic Recap
This year’s picnic was held at the Silver Springs
campground again. We had over 100 members
and guests again this year. Morning showers
abated and the clouds cleared, resulting in a
beautiful day at the campground next to the
White River. We had a great BBQ, lots of food and
drink, a pie contest and a great round of games
for kids and adults on the grass in the sunshine.
Everyone left smiling!

Later in the evening, some 50 attendees visited 5
wonderful cabins as part of the Cabin Tour, hearing about individual cabin histories and sharing
stories with each other.
Finally, on Sunday morning, we had a great crew
of a dozen volunteers who helped with the highway cleanup, and enjoyed lunch at the Wood cabin as a reward.
We had a huge amount of volunteer help with
these events; without your help we wouldn’t be
able to pull any of this off!
Specifically I would like to recognize Bill Vlases,
our social chair, for his organization and execution
on the Picnic, all while dealing with a back injury!
Plus, thanks to Mark Wellington for coordinating
the Cabin Tour, and Tom Wood for running the
Highway Cleanup.
Special thanks go out to Dale Wills at Camp Sheppard for loaning us tables and chairs, the Greenwater Fire Department, Dave and Karen Buhler
for bringing Elysian beer, Steve and Denette
Wood for doing such a great job with the games,
and all of the pie bakers and others who brought
food to share.
There were many more who helped in these various events. Thank you to volunteers who signed
up, including Josh and Brittany Gaydeski, David
Dittmar, James and Sheri Henry, Tom and Jeannine Strom, Jeff King, Jessica Campbell, Molly
Ebel, Nancy King, Patricia Sanderson, Sarah Goodman, Tate McHugh, Tim and Annie Curran, Tom
Wood, Virginia Bowen, Wendy Scholl, Veronica
Sauer, Chuck Gillette, and Ken Ring. I am sure
there were many others that helped – thank you
all for your contributions to making these events
successful!
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General Updates from the
Forest Service
On August 29, 2019, Kevin Orth (President),
Anne Turner (Secretary), and Tom Wood (GC
Rep) of WRRA met with Martie Schramm
(District Ranger) and Brian Lee (Permit Administrator) of the Forest Service, at the North
Bend Ranger Station, to get updates and discuss issues. Here are notes and updates on
some of the key topics.

Goat Creek Culvert Updates: As has previously
been communicated, after an incident which is
the scope of the Norse Peak Fire, the typical
replacement timeline for a bridge or culvert
would be 3-5 years. There needs to be sufficient time for runoff to taper and for the landscape to stabilize before implementing a replacement; otherwise, the risk could be loss of
the new bridge or culvert in a flood event, or
even worse, flooding through bins in the area.
While the long-term plan is to replace the culvert – and a replacement culvert has been
identified and tagged for this use -- the Forest
Service is not able to commit to a specific date
or timeline to do this work, at this time. They
will need to continue to monitor the situation
and will make the decision to proceed on replacement only when they are confident there
will be no potential adverse effects.
In the meantime, they have installed a footbridge over the creek where the culvert was
(see related article). This should address concerns around foot traffic cutting through cabin
lots trying to get to trailheads.
Inspections / Self-Inspections Process : As previously noted, the Forest Service does not have
resources to conduct inspections on all lots.
Instead, they have sent out self-inspection
forms to all cabin owners. These forms are
now due. WRRA has sent an email out with a
digital copy of the form for any that may have
misplaced theirs, and, have included some additional instructions and guidance on how to
complete the forms.

Open Request Process and Cabin Projects
The current window to submit requests or projects for review remains October – November.
WRRA members need to submit any projects
for consideration next year, now. If/when you
get approval to proceed on a project, do not let
it languish – once you have approval in place,
move forward on your project.
The budget and work plan for 2020 is already
largely set, so any large scale projects involving
ground disturbance will likely have to be
pushed until the following year; but smaller
projects can still be approved.

Hazard Trees are not part of Open Request
Process, they can be removed when identified.
The FS is not able to identify hazard trees, so
cabin owners should identify potentials and get
permission to cut by contacting Brian.
Corral Pass Update: The Corral Pass road will
not open until next summer. Going forward,
Corral Pass will be open for recreation access
only (day use only); there will be no camping at
the top of the pass.
There will be opportunities for WRRA members
to get involved and help the Forest Service
with rebuilding projects in the area, including
fence building, tree removal, tree planting,
cleanup, and more. We will continue to keep
members apprised of opportunities to get involved.
Fire Restoration Work: WRRA continues work
to help with the restoration efforts after the
fire. After our very successful work party with
the FS staff on National Trails Day at the beginning of the summer, working on the Goat
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Creek Trail, we recently teamed up with USFS
staff to work on Corral Pass for National Public
Lands Day. We will have an update in the next
newsletter, and also post on the WRRA Facebook
page.
Real Estate and Other Signage: There have been
some recent questions and concerns around For
Sale and other signage in the cabin tracts. We
reviewed official policy with the Forest Service,
and discussed clarifying the rules and regulations, and communicating with cabin owners and
realtors. In short, the Forest Operating plan
states that sellers can have one sign on their cabin (or nearby). It must be small (no larger than a
standard for sale sign).

Deep Creek tracts to access the Goat Falls trailhead again, and hikers / mountain bikers from
the Silver Creek and Silver Springs tracts to access the Corral Pass road and trails.
This is a fantastic improvement until a more permanent road and culvert replacement is built.
Temporary signage was added by Curtis Thompson; the Forest Service will likely install more
permanent signage soon.
Thanks Todd Schmutz and the USFS trails crew
for your great work, and to Curtis Thompson and
friends for installing the directional sign!
~ Kevin Orth

Signage of any sort is not permissible on the
roads – both on the highway, and on Forest Service roads. This applies to real estate signage as
well as political signs or any other private signs
(not road signs, safety signs, or directional signage).
WRRA will update our FAQ with signage guidelines, and, will include this document in the initial mailing to all new cabin owners to help them
better understand some of the unique rules and
regulations that are applied to leases on Forest
Service land.
Summary: Overall, we had a lot of great discussion and are continuing to build a strong relationship with our key contacts within the Forest
Service. We will continue to meet with them
approximately three times per year for these
general discussions. If anyone would like to see
all the detailed notes from the meeting, please
let us know. And, please let your board know if
you have any issues or concerns that we may not
be aware of, that you would like raised in future
meetings.
~ Kevin Orth

Footbridge Installed over
Goat Creek
The Forest Service trails team recently installed a
beautiful walking bridge over Goat Creek where
the culvert and road previously were located.
This single log and rail will safely enable hikers
from Alta Crystal Resort and the Goat Creek /

Snowplow Update 2019/20
Fall is officially here, and it is time to begin preparing for snowy roads and driveways.
Marking: Every year we ask people to get their
driveways marked early so the plow operators
can identify the route. Make sure you are marking not only the driveway but also anything else
to watch for (well heads, large rocks, stumps,
etc.). Ideally, have marking at least 4 feet out of
the ground. We have found that purchasing PVC
pipe and painting it or wrapping it with something reflective works best. Remember - lots
of plowing is done during the dark, so anything
we can do to help visibility will be important. Lastly, we need to make sure that
branches and limbs are trimmed high enough for
the operator to be able to get in the driveway
without hitting a bunch of branches. Last year
there were a couple of places that we could not
plow just because we could not easily get in the
driveway. We will be trimming some branches
this fall to help in this as well.
~ Perry Turner
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For Sale: Three to four “squares” of Miller
Mastercraft sidewall cedar shingles and two
boxes of diamond shaped cedar shingles, left
over from home renovation, opened box,
never used. (A ‘square’ covers approx 100
sq ft, normally around $500/square). Buyer
to pick up in Seattle Phinney Ridge neighborhood.
Contact Patrick Ashman: (206) 383-6982

Volunteers included: Ken Ring, Steve Ryan, Ange Kemp,
Ed Butcher, Barbara Mead, Donna Miller, Kit Ryan, David
Glaab, Sally Ryan, Dennis Ryan, David Ditmar, and Tom
Wood

RESERVATIONS FORM: WRRA Fall Dinner Event
Greenwater Fire Department/Community Center
Saturday, October 26, 2019 from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

How to make your reservation?
Online: https://white-river-recreation-association.square.site
By phone: Kevin Bannon 206-244-9683 (between 6-8 p.m.)
By email: treasurer@wrra.net
By mail: 4637 S. 168th St., Seattle, WA 98188 (include the form below)
Please include payment, payable to WRRA, with reservation:
Name(s):

Number Attending

@ $35/person
Total Enclosed:

Reservation Policy for WRRA Fall Dinner
•

Reservations MUST be made by Monday, October 21, 2019

•

Fall dinner will be $35 per person, tax and tip included.
Maximum capacity is 100—NO EXCEPTIONS. Please reserve early to guarantee a seat.

•

Those who miss the deadline will be subject to a $10 surcharge if space is available.

•

No refunds or cancellations after Monday, October 21, 2019
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2019 WRRA Executive Board

WRRA
The purpose of White River Recreational Association (WRRA) is
to promote and protect recreational interests along the Mather
Memorial Parkway and throughout the Upper White River Valley; to do any and all things lawful, just and necessary to better
the interests of the members of
the Association; to secure equitable legislation; and to cooperate
with the Forest Service in the
protection and administration of
all recreational feature.

President
Kevin Orth, SC 26
Home: 206-232-1764
Cabin: 360-663-0164
president@wrra.net

Vice President
Tim Curran, DC 3
Home: 425-641-9335
Cabin: 360-663-2631
vp@wrra.net

Immediate Past Pres.
Rena Irwin, DC 17
Home: 503-746-6622
Cabin: 360-663-2428
renairwin1@comcast.net

Secretary
Anne Turner, SC 2
Home: 425-218-9822
Cabin: 360-663-2377
secretary@wrra.net

Treasurer
Kevin Bannon, SS 155
Home: 206-244-9683
treasurer@wrra.net

Dalles Representative
David Ebel, D 31
Home: 206-285-2178
Cabin: 360-663-2493
dalles-rep@wrra.net

Silver Springs Rep #1
Bill Vlases, SS 80
Home: 206-878-2541
Cabin: 360-663-7752
ss-rep@wrra.net

Silver Springs Rep #2
Mark Wellington, SS 148
Home: 206-524-4036
Cabin: 360-663-2271
ss-rep@wrra.net

Silver Creek Rep
Jennae Brannon, SC 45
Home: 253-332-1235
Cabin: 360-663-2569
sc-rep@wrra.net

Goat Creek Rep #1
Tom Wood, GC 95
Cell: 206-304-4032
gc-rep@wrra.net

Goat Creek Rep #2
Martin Rand, GC 40
Home: 206-612-8395
Cabin: 360-663-0118
gc-rep@wrra.net

Deep Creek Rep
Josh and Brittany Gaydeski
Home: 360-640-0995
dc-rep@wrra.net
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ANNE TURNER
2316 103 Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

